2019-20 Students of the Month - February - Caring
Team
6th Orange

Charlie Scott

I would like to nominate Charlie Scott. He is always very kind, caring, and respectful of others. He works hard and has a
positive impact on those around him.

6th White

Audrey Nilsen

Audrey is a caring person who goes out of her way to help others. She looks out for individuals who need a little extra support
and volunteers to help them stay on track. Audrey is a great example of our #BeKind focus at Cedar.

6th Yellow

Jocelynn Hernandez

When I hear the three words that describe Caring (as an IB trait), I instantly think of Jocelynn. She is empathetic, always
considering the feelings of her peers in any situation. She is compassionate; she has a kind word for friends and teachers on a
daily basis; always with a smile on her face. And most of all, Jocelynn is very respectful to her teachers, her friends, and
herself. She is the perfect model of a Caring student.

Gideon Strutz

Gideon is always the first student to volunteer to help others. He is positive when helping and wants others to do well. In math,
I can count on him to "coach" others who have been absent or need extra attention. I appreciate his willingness to help and his
kindness, especially to our newest Cedar Heights Raindevils. Gideon's caring characteristics shine through daily.

Ava Jamrowski

Ava embodies the IB traits of Caring. Ava shows kindness, compassion, and respect to her classmates and to her teachers.
She makes a positive difference in our classrooms, and she has been an enthusiastic participant in Spirit Weeks. There is no
doubt that Ava will leave a positive mark in the lives of others and in the world around her. She is a truly delightful and caring
person.
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6th Black
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7th White

Grace Smith

Grace demonstrates the trait of caring through her actions and quiet leadership. She shows compassion to those around her,
seeking to understand what they may be going through. Grace's kind words and actions make a positive difference at Cedar
Heights.

7th Black

Dylan Alexander

Dylan consistently shows compassion and empathy for the students around him. He works hard to be a positive presence in
class and makes a difference with those around him. Dylan is a great example of a caring student who always helps others in
the hallway or in class when he sees them struggling. His attitude and positivity is infectious and he brings a smile to students
he works with.

Jonathan Venable

Jonathan is consisitently willing to help others, and he makes people feel good. Sometimes it is with his "Mr. Cain" like humor
and other times it is his thoughfulness. Jonathan picks up materials for his tablemates, edits or provides academic support,
and contributes to classroom conversations. While he demonstrates outstanding student skills, it is his commitment to making
a positive differnce in his classroom environments that shines above all. Our challenge to you Jonathan, is to extend that
committment to making Cedar Heights a better place by serving as a Cedar Leader next year.

7th Orange

8th Orange

8th White

Dakota Williams

Dakota is habitually caring. He shows he cares about his teachers and himself by being attentive during instruction and
discussion, and it is clear by the type of questions that he asks that he is working to tie new information to what he already
knows. He shows he is caring to others by not disregarding other people's ideas. Most importantly, Dakota thinks about how
his words and actions will impact the feelings and success of those around him and is careful to help and not harm.

Madison Cook (Kiwanis) Madison is an outstanding human being with a wonderful attitude and caring heart. She goes out of her way to help her peers
when they struggle with content. She is always respectful and genuine. She helps her group members during group time and
she does amazing kindness acts for the entire school while being in ASB. Madison is an excellent example of the IB trait of
caring and an excellent all-around role model for her peers.

